
COMP110 - Worksheet01 Name: PID:

1. Use the declarations below to answer the following questions:

1 let hello: string[] = ["h", "e", "l", "l", "o"];

2 let foo: string;

"h"

-

"e"

-

"l"

-

"l"

-

"o"

-

1.1 Fill in the values stored in each index(box) in the hello array in the diagram above.

1.2 Below each box on the diagram, label each index of the array.

1.3 Add the value and index to the diagram that results from the following line of code.

1 hello[hello.length] = "!";

1.4 Write a line of code that assigns the variable foo the string "e" using values stored in the hello array.
foo = hello[1];

1.5 Write a line of code that assigns the variable foo the string "lol" using values stored in the hello array.
foo = hello[3] + hello[4] + hello[2];

2. Fill in the blanks with True or False

1. An array is a value type.

2. An array is stored on the heap.

3. let bar: number[] = []; creates an empty number array.

4. You can accurately compare two arrays using ===

5. Given the declaration let goo = [3 , 2, 4, 1];, length(goo); is a valid function call

6. Given the declaration let str:string = "booDuke";, (str[3]==="D") would evaluate to true
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3. Given the code listing below, draw an environment diagram then answer the questions that follow. In each
frame on the stack, remember to include a space for the return address and return value, if any.

1 let main = async () => {

2 let spent: number[]=[];

3 let earned: number[] = [];

4 shop(spent, 200, 0);

5 work(earned, 8, 12.50);

6 shop(spent, 45, .25);

7 work(earned, 7, 10.50);

8

9 let cost = add(spent);

10 let made = add(earned);

11

12 if (made > cost){

13 print("Yay!");

14 }else{

15 let temp = spent;

16 spent = earned;

17 earned = temp;

18 print("All better!");

19 }

20 //pause here !

21 };

22 let shop = (arr: number[], item: number, coupon:

number) =>{

23 if(coupon!== 0){

24 item = item - item*coupon;

25 }

26 arr[arr.length] = item;

27 }

28 let work = (arr: number[], hours: number, rate:

number) => {

29 let shift = hours*rate;

30 arr[arr.length] = shift;

31 }

32 let add = (arr: number[]): number => {

33 let sum = 0;

34 for (let i = 0; i<arr.length; i++){

35 sum += arr[i];

36 }

37 return sum;

38 }

39 main();

Stack

Main

Heap

The following questions are about the state of the
program after it has finished running. If a question
is asked about a name that has not been initialized,
then respond with undefined.

3.1 What is the value of spent[0] on the heap?
100

3.2 What is the value of earned[0] on the heap?
200
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4. Given the code listing below, draw an environment diagram then answer the questions that follow. In each
frame on the stack, remember to include a space for the return address and return value, if any.

1 let main = async () => {

2 let arr: number[] = [];

3 let fru = ["apple", "strawberry", "banana", "

pear"];

4

5 let idx = 0;

6

7 for (let i = 0; i < fru.length; i = i + 2) {

8 arr[idx] = bar(idx, fru);

9 idx++;

10 }

11

12 for (let j = 1; j < fru.length; j = j + 2) {

13 arr[idx] = bar(idx, fru);

14 idx++;

15 }

16 };

17

18 let bar = (a: number, s: string[]): number => {

19 if (a % 2 === 0) {

20 print("Tar");

21 return s.length + a;

22 } else {

23 print("Heels");

24 return s[a].length * a;

25 }

26 };

27

28 main();

Stack

Main

Heap

The following questions are about the state of the
program after it has finished running. If a question
is asked about a name that has not been initialized,
then respond with undefined.
4.1 How many times is the function bar() called?
4

4.2 When the code is finished running, how many
variables point to the string[] on the heap?
5

4.3 What is the printed output of the function af-
ter it has run completely?
Tar, Heels, Tar, Heels

4.4 In the spaces provided, write out the final val-
ues held in the array arr. Not all indices must be
filled.

4

0

10

1

6

2

12

3 4 5 6
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5. Trace through the following code and answer the questions on the right.

1 let comicNoise : string[] = [];

2 for(let i = 0; i < 8; i++) {

3 if (i % 3 === 0) {

4 comicNoise[comicNoise.length] = "pow";

5 i = comicNoise.length;

6 comicNoise[i] = "kaboom";

7 } else if (i < 3) {

8 comicNoise[i] = "wham";

9 } else {

10 i++;

11 }

12 }

13 let z = 2;

14 for (let j = 0; j < comicNoise.length; j++) {

15 if (z === 3) {

16 comicNoise[z] = "splat";

17 z = z + 4;

18 } else {

19 if ( z >= 10) {

20 comicNoise[j] = "boing";

21 z -= 8;

22 }

23 z += 1;

24 }

25 }

5.1 What is the value of z after the following code
runs? 10

5.2 What is the length of the comicNoise array
after the following code runs? 5

5.3 Fill in the array outline with the elements that
reside in each index. Unused indices are allowed.

"pow"

0

"kaboom"

1

"wham"

2

"splat"

3

"kaboom"

4 5

5.4 Which string(s) is/are repeated twice in the
comicNoise array after the following code runs?
”kaboom”

5.5 Are there any comic noises in the code to the
left that never appear in the array? If so, write them
below. If not, write N/A. boing
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6. Given a number array of positive integers, define and implement a function called replicate that replaces
the number at index i with arr[i] copies of itself. For example, replicate([4, 2, 1]) would return [4,

4, 4, 4, 2, 2, 1]. To receive credit for this question you must use a loop(s).

let replicate = (nums: number[]) => {

let output = [];

for (let i = 0; i < nums.length; i++) {

let current = nums[i];

for (let j = 0; j < current; j++) {

output[output.length] = current;

}

}

return output;

}

7. In the space below, write a function called reverse that takes in a number array and returns an array that
is the same as the input array backwards. For example, the function call reverse([1, 2, 3, 4]); should
return [4, 3, 2, 1]. To receive credit for this question you must use loop(s).

let reverse = (arr: number[]): number[] => {

for (let i = 0; i < arr.length / 2; i++) {

let oppositeIndex = arr.length - i - 1;

let temp = arr[i];

arr[i] = arr[oppositeIndex];

arr[oppositeIndex] = temp;

}

return arr;

};

Alternate solution:

--------------------------------------------

let reverse = (arr: number[]): number[] => {

let rv: number [] = [];

for (let i = arr.length - 1; i >= 0; i--) {

rv[rv.length] = arr[i];

}

return rv;

};
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